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Synopsis
In late medieval Scotland, three Viking women prepare to send their husbands to battle.
Tragically, instead of victory, they watch them die at the hands of Macbeth’s forces. These
women then paint themselves with their husband’s blood, vowing revenge on Macbeth and
becoming the “weird sisters.” Shortly after, Macbeth and his fellow Thane, Banquo, come
across the weird sisters, who deliver a prophecy: Macbeth, already the Thane of Glamis,
will also be named the Thane of Cawdor. More importantly, as the prophecy goes, Macbeth
will be the king, and Banquo’s children will be kings. King Duncan’s messenger quickly
proves the second part of Macbeth’s prophecy to be true, building Macbeth’s expectation
to be named King Duncan’s successor. From this point forward in the play, Macbeth takes
the prophecy of the weird sisters into his own hands.

When Duncan names his son Malcolm the heir to the throne, Macbeth’s thoughts quickly
become murderous. He and his wife begin their treacherous plot to murder their king,
placing the blame of the crime on the king’s guards. Malcolm and his brother Donalbain
flee to England and Ireland, respectively, to avoid the same fate as their father. With them
gone, Macbeth takes the throne, only to expeditiously spiral into delusional visions of
ghosts manifested by the guilt of his own treacherous deeds. This descent is highlighted by
Macbeth’s order to have Banquo killed. Macbeth’s growing body count is only further
encouraged when he meets the weird sisters again. Believing he is now invincible, but also
overcome with feelings of paranoia fueled by his inability to sleep, Macbeth orders the
heartless murder of Macduff’s family. When Macduff finds out, he sides with Malcolm,
where they gather forces to march on Macbeth’s castle in a final grisly battle!
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About the Play
The inspiration for Macbeth likely comes from a variety of sources surrounding the legend
of the historical Macbeth. The most notable source for Shakespeare while writing the play
was The Chronicles of England, Scotland, and Ireland by Raphael Holinshed, published in
1577 (and again in 1587). Shakespeare’s play may also have been inspired by “The
Gunpowder Plot,” an attempt on the life of King James I, just a year before the play’s
debut in 1605. This assassination attempt brought forth questions about not only the
succession of the throne, but also how treason affected the kingdom.

The weird sisters (or witches) were partially
inspired

by the

three

Greek

Fates,

goddesses who controlled the fates of
mortals. Witches also held relevance in
Shakespeare’s time period, during which
they were a common source of fear; witches
were blamed for many of the misfortunes of
the time such as failed crops, illnesses, or
whatever other misfortunes the accuser had

A Rehearsal both Strange and True (1579),
Witchcraft Pamphlet

been experiencing. Notably, in 1587, King James I had written his own work on witchcraft,
entitled Daemonologie. He had also presided over several witch hunts throughout his reign
in Scotland (prior to his reign in England), showing that belief in witches was common
amongst all social classes.

Some major themes in the play include: continuous threat to the monarchy, whether or not
a person actually had a choice in what happened in their life or if everything was
determined by their destiny decided by some prescriber of fate, and the struggles
surrounding Macbeth and Lady Macbeth’s ambitions surpassing their religious morality.
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About the Production
Our production of Macbeth is directed by Rebekah Scallet, whose idea it was to create a
narrative backstory for the weird sisters, giving them a human rather than a supernatural
motivation to tempt Macbeth as they do. This
production choice changes the play in several ways.
The most impactful way this changes the play is
through the idea of fate and destiny. If the witches are
not manipulating with magic the murderous acts that
Macbeth

is

committing,

then

he

bears

the

responsibility for his behavior; this opens up
questions about who is culpable when it comes to the
play’s ending and why that might matter.

Our weird sisters also do not look like stereotypical
“witches,” but rather women who are shown to be
mothers and wives. As part of Viking society, these

The Norns Urðr, Verðandi, and Skuld
under the world oak Yggdrasil
(1882), by Ludwig Burger.

women would have been familiar with myths of the Norse Norns, goddesses who
controlled and protected the fates of men. Instead of being mythical creatures themselves,
the witches are women who watch their husbands die in front of their eyes and are looking
for justice in a world that does not allow them many freedoms. Considering this, it is
important to think about how they interact with Macbeth and what their role in the play
actually is, as well as how their story resonates with the stories of Lady Macbeth and Lady
Macduff—all women struggling to survive in a masculine world dominated by violence.
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Character Map
(Some actors portray multiple characters. The actor names are listed in parenthesis.)
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Historical Context
William Shakespeare (1564 - 1616)
Born to John Shakespeare and Mary Arden sometime
between April 23rd and April 26th (the day he was
baptized) in Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire,
England in 1564, Shakespeare is one of the most
notable playwrights of western civilization. His father
was a glover (someone who works with leather) and his
mother was the daughter of an affluent landowner. In
1582 he married Anne Hathaway, who was already
three months pregnant with their daughter, Susanna. A
couple of years later they had twins Judith and Hamnet
(young Hamnet died in 1596).

William Shakespeare
(c. 1600-1610), associated with John Taylor

His plays are well-known worldwide and are performed in many different languages. While
there is speculation about whether or not he was the sole author of many of his plays, most
scholars believe he did write them. During his time period, it was common for playwrights
to collaborate or to take ideas from previous works and to rewrite them into a new piece.
We see this today with the many pop culture works that use Shakespeare’s plays as a source
of inspiration, even though the final product hardly looks like the original play. His plays
are often split into four different categories: Tragedies, Romances, Comedies, and
Histories, though Shakespeare was also known to mix genres and play with the conventions
of these genres.
15th-century England
15th-Century England saw a drastic shift in the monarchy. Shakespeare’s tragedy Macbeth
was first performed in 1606, shortly after the succession of King James I to the throne of
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England. James was the first king to rule over both Scotland (James VI) and England at the
same time. During this time period, there was much hostility between the English and the
Scottish. However, instead of relying on Scottish stereotypes like much of theatre during
this time period, Shakespeare opted to give a more realistic representation of Scottish
people, making sure to highlight the similarities between them and the English. This would
have been helpful in smoothing over some of the hostilities highlighted by James’
succession. Interestingly, when James took the throne, he also became the patron of
Shakespeare’s theatre company. Shakespeare’s connection with the monarchy likely
greatly influenced the playwright’s writing; if his king was also his patron, it made sense
for Shakespeare to want to make him happy.

The Gunpowder Plot
On the 5th of November in 1605, an assassination attempt on King James I and many other
members of Parliament at the Palace of Westminster was discovered. For the first year of
James’ rule, he was lax in his treatment of his Catholic subjects, but after receiving pressure
from his Protestant Parliament he enforced the strict laws that his predecessor Elizabeth I
had created. Catholics were afraid that James would go even further with persecuting his
Catholic subjects that practiced in secret, so several Catholics conspired to blow up
Parliament. Robert Catesby was the ringleader of the plot, but Guy Fawkes was arrested
when he was discovered guarding gunpowder in the basement and subsequently arrested
tortured to reveal his co-conspirators.

The Gunpowder Plot Conspirators (c. 1605), by Crispijn de Passe the Elder (1565-1637)
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Historical Macbeth (Reigning 1040-1057)
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11th-century Scotland
Scotland during this time period functioned
more as a collection of smaller kingdoms than as
one large kingdom. Managing an entire kingdom
was difficult to do when outside invaders were a
constant threat. While there was a king that ruled
over all of Scotland, he would often divide the
lands between several different families that
were loyal to the crown. Each family that
controlled land were responsible for the
protection of that land, and would often pay
taxes in the form of produce farmed from the land or military protection for the king. This
is similar to the feudal system that much of the rest of medieval Europe used, where each
appointed noble (as pictured above) would then appoint people below them to serve them,
who then might appoint more people.

It is important to recognize that while there was an overarching king, the ruling of these
different sections of land often fell to the nobles who controlled the land. Each had their
own army and as such it wasn’t completely uncommon for the differing sects to fight
amongst each other. Such as depicted in this play, it also wasn’t completely uncommon for
one smaller sect to attempt to overthrow the throne. Before Malcolm II’s reign, the heir to
the Scottish throne was elected from a selection of the royal family. Malcolm changed this
when he named his grandson Duncan his successor, effectively changing the Scottish
throne from an electoral-style succession to a hereditary one.
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Map of 11th-Century Scotland
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Creating the Look
Our fantastic designer, Sandra Spence, put a lot of
artistry into cultivating costumes that fit into 11thcentury Scottish fashion. As part of the overall moody
and dark world in which our production of Macbeth
exists, Sandra wanted the color scheme of the
costumes to match the darker aesthetic. She did this
by pulling inspiration from earthy dark colors to
create a realistic effect. For example, Macbeth and
Lady Macbeth are dressed in darker blues. Without
access to modern conveniences like running water,
the actors are also made to look grimier just like
people of the time period would have looked in daily

3 Witches Costume Design (2019),
by Sandra Spence

life. Each costume is made of simple silhouettes, just
as people of the time period would have worn,
accompanied with lots of textured fabrics to add a
theatrical flair and to differentiate between the
different characters.

Macbeth Costume Design (2019),
by Sandra Spence
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Lady Macbeth Costume Design
(2019), by Sandra Spence

La
The Macduff’s Costume
Design (2019), by Sandra
Spence
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Setting the Scene
The scenic design by Joe Klug has two archway alcoves on either side of a main doorway.
Off to the side, smaller archways allow for actors to come on and off scene discreetly. The
left side of the set is a large
stairway that leads on top of the
archways, while the right side
of the set is a rocky slope. In
the middle of the stage is a
medallion

symbol,

directly

underneath a large chandelier.
This is the backdrop to the
entire play, with only minor
changes to indicate the location
of the scene.
Pictured above and below. Macbeth Set Design (2019), by Joe Klug
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Before the Play
Some key questions to consider before you see the play are:


What do you know about Shakespeare? How does this affect your expectations for
seeing Macbeth?



Why would someone commit treason?



How does belief in the supernatural affect a person’s everyday life?



Are the concepts of good and evil always clear cut? Explain. Maybe think of the
difference between heroes and villains.



If you were always at war, how would that affect your everyday life?



What values do you think a feudal society has that are different from the values
your society has? (See 11th Century Scotland section for information about
feudalism)



What is a prophecy? Why would one hold more weight in the setting of this play
than in modern times?
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After the Play
Some questions to consider after you watch the play:


How are the weird sisters depicted and does that affect the way you view them?
Why or why not?



Did the weird sisters have a part in crafting Macbeth’s path of murder? If they did,
how?



Who is the real “villain” of the play, or is there one? Explain your reasoning.



Do you feel sympathetic for Macbeth and/or Lady Macbeth? Why or why not? (Or
does it change throughout the course of the play?)



What is the significance of the Porter’s speech during the beginning of the second
act?



How does Macbeth and Lady Macbeth’s relationship change throughout the play?



Does fate or destiny exist in the play, or do the choices the character’s make lead
them to where they are at the end of it? Explain.



What is Macbeth’s motivation for killing Duncan? What about his motivation for
the other characters he orders the deaths of?



Did viewing the play change your view of any of the scenes in the text? How so?



How is gender represented in the play, and what effect does it place on the play
overall?
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Attending a Play: Some Tips


Arrive early (typically 15 to 30 minutes before the performance begins)



Most theatres do not allow outside food and drink into the theatre.



Silence your cell phone and other devices. If it goes off during the show it might not
only be a distraction to the actors and other audience members, but you could be
asked to leave if it goes off repeatedly.



Be considerate and mindful of the other people around you. Avoid placing your feet
on any of the chairs around you.



Restrain from videoing and/or taking photos during the performance.



AST has no strict dress code! The theatre can get chilly, so you may want to bring a
jacket.



Your ticket will tell you where to sit, and ushers will guide you when the doors to
the theatre open.



Most Shakespeare performances depend on audience reactions, so feel free to react!



There is usually an intermission around halfway through the performance. If
possible, try not to leave until either intermission or the end of the performance.



It is courteous to wait until after the actors’ final bow before leaving.
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Notable Performances
A tragic night that only further
fueled rumors of Shakespeare’s
Scottish play being cursed, the Astor
Opera House’s performance of
Macbeth in 1849, starring English
actor William Charles Macready as
Macbeth, ended in bloodshed. The

Illustration of the Astor Palace Riot (1849), by George
Walling

rivalry between Macready and competing American actor Edwin Forrest, who was also
performing Macbeth at the Bowery Theatre down the block, provoked a deadly
competition for who could perform Shakespeare’s lead roles the best. Leading up to the
riot a few smaller skirmishes had already happened. Forrest’s supporters were of the
working class, while Macready’s supporters were mostly from the upper-class, creating a
division between the social classes. Each actor thought the other was conspiring against
them, a rivalry ensued that their supporters and the media clung to as each actor became a
kind of representation of the values of each social class. The class-fueled tension came to
a crest the night of May 10th of 1849. Supporters of Forrest had thrown various rotten
produce and other items at Macready during his performance of Macbeth just a few
nights before, while supporters of Macready had jeered during Forrest’s performance. On
the night of the riot thousands filled the street outside of Astor Palace, throwing stones at
the building and even attempting to set it on fire. New York’s Mayor called in the city’s
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militia to quell the riot, but it did little to help and resulted in more injuries. That night
around 22 people died, and a couple hundred were injured. The riot only further created a
schism between the upper-class and the working class. The violence that plagued the play
had bled into the streets, with the two actor’s ambitions having blinded them just as it had
for the character they both played.

Orson Welles’ adaptation of Macbeth in his 1948 film
of the same name starred himself as Macbeth and
Jeanette Nolan as Lady Macbeth. While this was not
the first film adaptation of Macbeth, it was the first
adaptation with sound. The film played up the struggle
between the old pagan religions and the new Christian
religion. The witches played a larger part in the plot,
crafting a voodoo clay doll of Macbeth; whatever
happens to the doll happened to the “real-life”
Macbeth. This adaptation was not well received; many

Film Poster for Orson
Welles’ Macbeth (1948)

critics did not like that Welles script had modified the original folio of the text so much,
as well as reassigned several lines to other characters. This was one of the first
adaptations to attempt to change the original language; this inspired later film adaptations
of Shakespeare’s plays to play with the folio’s language as well. In this way, the film was
notable not just as a production of Macbeth, but also for Shakespeare film adaptations in
general.
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